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The Communist movement in China is a dynamic force in a nation
which is politically bankrupt, ideologically confused and economically
disrupted. It is on the offensive while other political forces are on
the defensive. The remsinin.g centers of resistance to the Communists
are localized; there is no overall focus for effective resistance on
a national scale.
NO one knows what will happen in the long run to Co.munism in
China or to China under Communism. The social setting of human and
institutional characteristics, modes of behavior and response, and
patterns of individual and group relations formed during the past three

millenia in China is extremely compl.ex, ad this.fact introduces a
lsrge element of unpredictability into the question of communism’s
future in China -what forms it will ultimately take, what direction
it will follow, whether it will last- in short, how it will iLfluence
and be influenced by the social setting. But these are questions for
the future. The plain fact about the immediate present is theft there
is no other modern political force in China capable of competi
sgslnst the Communists with any success. This fact must be understood
if one is to comprehend the present situation in China. In a sense
the Communists are filling a political vacuum, therefore, and the
re8ctions of various Chinese groups to the Communists’ assumption of
power, the characteristics of Communist rule in the territory which
they control, and the nature of social and political changes taking
place in Communist China can only be understood in terms of the dynamic
character of the Communist movement in China and the vacuum created
or in some cases retrogressive
by the static
character of the
other existing political forces in the country. Other political forces
might have competed with the COmmunists if duri recent years and
months they had gone through a process of revitalization; iastea they
have gone through a process of deterioration and disintegration.

During the past half year that I lived under the Conunist regime
in peiping, my opportunities for direct contact with the Comuunists
were restricted almost to the point of non-existence, but I was able
to observe and learn something of the impact of the Communists on the
city, the way in which people and situations were handled, and the
resctions of various sorts of people to the new regime. Peiping, a
cultural and political center, is not typical of all Chinese cities,

2but developments there can be generalized to a certain extent and at
least give clues to some of the developments throughout Communist China.

The geerl population was a passive element in the struggle for
control of Peiping, and the issue was decided by competing armies.
The very fact that the population was for the most part passive, however,
contributed to the success of the attacking Communists and the failure
of the defending Nationalists. The di.rect cause of the transfer. of
power was, of course, the fact that the defending armies were caught
in a militarily hopeless position, but an underlying contributing
factor was the willingness of the general public to accept political
change. The most prevalent attitude in Peiping was that a change in
regime might improve conditions and probably wouldn’t mae them worse.

When the communists took over Peiping, therefore, it was ith
popular acquiescence. This did not mean that the majority of people
positively approved of a new Communist order but that nesatively $y
did disapprove of the old order. In the acquiescence to Communist
rule the attitude of many was a fatalistic acceptance of what seemed
to be the inevitable, but people did hope that a new regime could
restore order out of chaos, achieve economic stability and bring about
peace. The communists, therefore, were received by the majority ’of
the population with a feeling of expectancy, mixed in cases of differen
people with either optimism or pessimism.

G.ome Kuomintang elements went underground when the Communists took
over the city, but one of the first Communist moves was a campaign
directed against them. Within a relatively short period of time the
Communists seemed to have suppressed their activities. There is no
way of knowing whether an underground still exists, and if so how
large it is, but the Communists are extremely alert agaist "enemy
gents" of all sorts, and if an underground exists it is now quiescent.
The question of how much active popular support the Communists
have in peipi’ is extremely difficult to enswer. I found wide
divergences of opinion on this point among both chinese and foreigners
on-the-spot. The Communists claim extravagantly that ’’all the peoplesupport them, and it is difficult to know who doesn’t, because the
oly active and vocal political elements in the city since the day of
the Communists’ arrival have been those on the Communist side. BY far
the large majority of people are not active or vocal politically, but
it is tme that all those who play any role in political life now are
communist or pro-Communist.
There are great contrasts beteen the Communists and the political
groups which they have superceded which of course means mainly the

Kuomlntang. The Communists have self’confidence, discipline, organizational skill and energy which other Chinese political groups have
With these characteristics, they have been able o establish
lacked.
their rule firmly in Peiping.

The Communist rulers in Peipiug have a number of other characterstics which make them different from past rulers. They have purpose
and determination, nd the leders set up well-de.fined goals which
prty members work toward in an enerEetic, disciplined way, while most
chinese who oppose travelling the rod toward Communism-- evea via
,Tew Democracy"
don’t have any clear idea of what they do want. The
communists are incorruptible to a degree unknown under other regimes
in modern chins. There are stories of minor corruption in peiping,
but they are the exception rather than the rule. It is too early to
know whether psrty discipline in this respect will stand the test of
time in a new urban environment, but to-date a hiEher level of incorruptibility has been maintained than under any other modern reEime
which has ruled Peiping. The Communists also seem to combine a certain
flexibility with their basically doctrinaire attitude. They are
doctrinaire about what they want and what they plan to achieve, but
they are flexible in adjusting the means to achieve their ends, They
are willing to learn and adapt in methods even thouh hey are uncompromising in their goals and Eeneral political outlook.

In carrying out their rule in Peiping the communists at present
are using!persuasion, organization and social pressure rather than
physical force. Force is not absent, end the threat of force is
always in the background to prevent opposition, but its use is
restricted to a minimum. There have been arrests (including people
I know) and imprisonments, but not on a mass scale. The re is a
sacret lolice force constantly at work, but apparently it uses fewer
strong-arm methods than the secret police under past regimes in Peipln,
and so far its direct interference in the lives of ordinary people is
not great. Even in the cses of people directly affected by the
instruments of forceful rule, such as the police, the Communists’
present policy seems to be to avoid the use of physical force as much
as possible. They usually attempt to ,,reform" and reindoctrlnate
rather thn eliminate or punish those who might oppose the regime.
There are reports, for example, of a political prison in the city
where ex-Kuomintng personnel is now being ,,tught New Democracy-; I
wssn, t able to confirm the reports, but I found them credible. Many
former political enemies, including high-ranking persons, have been
forgiven their past political ,,sins" on the basis of public recantation.
Physical retribution has been reserved, mainly for those few persons
carrying out active sabotage. (eports of violence and brutality in
rural areas still filter into Peiping but the cases reported are
spparently violations of current party policy and are not offially
sanctioned.

The minimal use of physical force (once the city was cptured and
cleared ’of Kuomintang troops) does not mesn that the Communists do not
use force in more subtle forms. Terrific social pressure is used and
is felt by ordinary people to a degree most of them have never
experienced before. A great many things v.hich people are required
to do are "voluntary" i theory but are forced by pressure of various
sorts, communist Rolitical workers exert pressure directly. "A meeting

will be held tomorrow, and we hope your household sends a representative:’
A representative is sent. "We would like contributions for the Street
Government." The contributions are made. Direct pressure of this
sort ffects almost everyone to a certain degree. If there is a lack
of cooperation a political worker may show up and spend hours, perhaps
days, asking questions and trying to "reform" the persons with the
uncooperative attitude. Political workers of this sort are usually
polite, but they have the backig of the regime, they have stock answers
to most objections and evasions, and they usually Eet results, pressure
is also exerted by organizational methods. The Communists’ aim is to
organize all recognizable occupational groups under centralized leadership and under the party’ s control or influence.- Within such groups
there is reat ,pressure for complete solidarity and uniformity. Every
effort is exerted to make the Eroups act as units in support of the
r6gime. Indirect pressure is also exerted through propagande and
thought control. In peiping all outlets for the expression of public
opinion contrary to the Communists’ propaganda line have been eliminate
As a result the weight and force of the propaganda is overwhelming.

The Communists are intolerant of all disagreement or opposition
on uestions which they consider important. There is oy one "correct"
llne; all others are incorrect. Once the "correct" line on any question
hs.s been determined, furthermore, every possible means is used to
prevent ,deviations."
The Communists have evolved very effective techniques of achieving
ideological conformity. Perhaps the most effective, which is used
within the party and groups under its leadership or inspiration, might
be cs.lled "collective auto-indoctrination." Large roups are subdivided
into smller groups of perhaps ten to thirty (or even smaller), which
are the basis for constant study of Commuhist ideas and policies. The
process is called "learning" but sould be called indoctrination. A
book, pamphlet or speech on party policy is usually the raw material
which the group uses, and it is studied for days or weeks. Each member
of the group must virtually memorize the contents. Every member must
get up before the others and discuss-it. He is criticized by the
others and must also carry out public "self-criticism" in front of, them.
The purpose of this procedure is to guarantee that everyone achieves
a -correct" understanding of the party’s policy or viewpoint.
The
social pressure exerted within the group for complete orthodoxy is
amazingly effective, and "individualism,, is considered one of the
cardinal sins. I have talked with persons part+/-cipati’g in this
-learning" process who were themselves surprised by what was happening
to their thin,king under steady and relentless social pressure. Only
a minority of the population, of course, is exposed to hiEh-pressure
methods of this sort, but general methods, such as propagada, touch
everyone in varying degrees.
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either. In the whole time I was in Peiping under the Communists I
never heard or sw printed a single public, criticism of any important
Communist policy or principle. For a long time after the Communists
took over even ordinary non-political citizens were reluctant to spek
openly 8bout aspects of the regice which they did not like. One reason
for this is the Communists’ clear-cut distinction between friend and
foe. Even though they are mild in their treatment of political enemies
they are not mild in their vitriolic verbsl condemnation of opposition.
Everyone not one hundred percent for the COunlsts is at least
exposed to the risk of be.ng classified as an opponent (if, that is,
he takes any political stand at all) and labelled "reactionary" or
perhaps even "enemy sgent," terms which the Conunists use frequently
and loosely. In some cases this has produced more then a "reluctance"
.to criticize; it has created a real fear psychology and a refusal o
express any opinions except conspiratorially.

Social pre_ssure is one of the main techniques of Communist rule,
but of course in addition they possess a conplete monopoly of military
and political power and a highly-centralized administration. Minor
non- Comuni st parties do not weaken the Counists’ monopoly of power
but strengthen it, becaue hey support the Communists completely and
are tolerated for that reason. It is difficult to conceive of a real
Opposition Party in the present atnosphere of Peiping. The Communists,
in fact, state flatly that the theories embodied in N.e. D.emo.gracy
the Communists’ current overall program-- must be accepted by

everyone.

These are some of the factors which make it possible to say that
the Communist regime in Peiping is firmly established. But the
Communists, firm position does not rely solely on their monopoly
of power:ndeffective techniques of organizing people and exerting
pressure. The Communists at present have a "monopoly of appeal,"
as well as a monopoly of power. To many people the Communists do
represent hope for developing and improving china. To others they
represent at least a groping in the right direction. And for the
rest there is no practical superior alternative available, even if
they don, t like the Communists.
Although the Communists have always claimed to be democrats,
howevsr, many people now wonder to what extent they may be bureaucrats
or utocrats as well. In actual fact they are probably all three.
There is no doubt that they have a real co’,cern for the underdog and
a desire to improve his livelihood. Their democracy seems to be for
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the people rather than of the people, however. Sometimes their general
sppro..ch seems to be that of s doctor ith a reluctant patie:t. "This
medicine iay be unpleasnt, but by gad you’re going to take it because
it’s good for you.’, They have lntroduce a cult of the cow,non man
which is nev in China. The superior men in Peiping today does not
have long fingernails and s silk gown, or a Columbia Ph.D and doublebreasted suit. He wears drab, blue, cotton clothes like a North Ciina
peasant
even if he whizzes about ton in a 1948 tudebaker an
makes decisions ffectig milliors of people. Ideally he should also
subsist on a diet of millet gruel and get his hands dirty once in a
while. Being proletarian is a fetish, and one whici breaks vioientl2
with tradition. The Communists also recognize the political potential
of the masses more than any other group in Chi+/-a. s a consequence,
their efforts to oganize and indoctrinate reach ordinary people more
than .ever in the past. They recruit from the masses and go to the
mgsses; they don’t operate as s party divorced from the masses. They
are also bureaucrats, however, Red tape still flourishes in government
bureaux, and for someon outside the party and its supporters it is as
perhaps harder.
hard to get access to offiolls ss ever before
lthough CO@nunist political cadres work directly ith the people, the
higher levels of the bureaucracy operate in a stratosphere of their own.
By fr the majority of people in Peiping have never seen a high-ranking
Communist and don’t know here they are or what they do. They are a
class by themselves. In some respects ,,the authorities" are even more
remote than they used to be. Popular representstion-has never been
effectively carried out in PeipinG, but in the local government it is
now abolished even in theory. There have been no moves toward, or even
telk of, elections of any sort since the-Communists took over the
city
although, of course, they have not been in control for very
long. Regulations emanate from the bureaucracy in the time-honored
arbitrary way, and they are harder to evade than before. The bureaucracy, furthermore, h.s special privilees, and there are well-defined
grs.des even emong the super-proletarians. And top Cor’unist leaders
are the objects of political idolatry which surpasses anything in
modern times in the memory of Peiping residents; it evokes dim
draped in blue cotton cloth and
memories of a Dragon Throne
smeared with good earth and axle grease, it is a far cry from Yenan
where, according to past reports, the mud ca.ves of Commu.ist leaders
were ,open to all. On an ideological plane the communists are
unquestionably autocrats. They are the arbiters of right and wro,
the "correct" and the incorrect.

impression after six months under t Communist regime is
that the average citizen in peipin probably hasn’t finally made up
his mind about the communists. uch of what the Communists say and
stand for strikes a responsive chord: eliminate the -oppressors" and
"exploiters" who have milked the country, et rid c "foreign imperialism" and foreign privilege, improve the welfare of the people,
industrialize and build up a strong, modern China. Much of what the
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arouses resentpractice ss contrasted with theory
Communists do
ment- taxes ere too high, why don’t they stop botheriE me about going
to meetigs, they say everything’s fine but business is terrible, Mao
Tse-tung may be all right but why talk about him so much. A certain
cynicism has already developed. It is exemplified by a current saying
passed by word of momth. Mao Tse-tung is ’the people’ we’re just
the ,laopaihsing’." "Laopaihsi" is a chinese colloquialism meaning
the equivalent of "ordinary guys." Discontent in a vague form is also
Erowing. It might be said that for the average Chinese political
re act ions are primarily gastronomical; if food is plentiful and cheap
a regime is Eenerally acceptable. Ideological issues have important
indirect effects on the behavior of ordinary people, but their conscious
responses are more a pragmatic reaction to the economic facts of life
than a response to abstract ideas. The economic situation in Peiping,
and in much of communist territory, has deteriorated badly in the past
few months. This has been accompanied by disilluslonment. In Peiping
within the past six weeks grumbliE has become audibly widespread for
the first time, really, since the Communists arrived.
There is one group which does not grumble, however. That group
consists of the "ins" under the new regime and includes not only the
communists but the majority of intellectuals in the city as well as
sores others who hve closely associated themselves with the Communists.
I had no opportunity to Bt to know Communists themselves, but I did
know students end oters who were working to qualify for party membership. Thsy had already caught the enthusiasm and spirit of dedication
of the communists. They had accepted Marxism and the idea of collective
social action under Communist direction for public welfare and the
ies that for success, disciplined struggle is required. They had been
converted, nd their attitudes can only be understood in terms of an
analogy with religious fervor. They devote themselves completely to
their new political religion and accept its credo unquestionlngly.
The sacred books. New Democracy and others. The prophets- ao Tsetung, Chu Teh, .arx, E’nels, Lenin and the rest. The heathen and the
heretics, imperialists nd reactionaries. A brotherhood, the international proletariat. A promised land" ultimate Communism. Talking
with people who accept all this one realizes how few "facts" are cold,
abstract and unquestionable. The "facts" which they see and believe
are conditioned by their whole political outlook. The faults and
shortcomings of the regime which others dislike they either do not
see, consciously overlook or consider "necessary."

on the fringes of this inner Eroup, there are in Peipin a fairly
large group of Chinese "liberals"
educators, writers, professional
people, artists end the like. The majority of them seem to have
accepted communist leadership, and the present Communist program as
embodied in ..New .Dem.0..cracy, with a good deal of enthusiasm. Generally,
however, they do not go the whole way in accepting all Communist d oas
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or subjecting themselves to the d’isciplie of party membership. They
have reserved, to a limited extent at least, the right of independent
judgment. Very few of them are exercising that ,,right" at the
present time, however. Either out of ethusiasm for the possibilities
of development under a communist regime, or because they are anxious
to establish themselves under the reEime, they tend to overlook or
eXcuse obvious shortcomings and mistakes. Many foreign observers in
peipinE have been surprised to see these "liberals" o so fsr in
accepting the Communists, and have begun to question whethr or not
they really are "liberals." That is the daner of transferrinE
political terms from one society to another. They have shown they
do not fit the Western conception of "liberals" -vague as it iS
by their failure to take a stand on such issues as freedom of the
press (again in the western sense), but they have not abdicated
intellectual independence completely, and so they remain the closest
thing to "liberals" now in existence in China. In talkin with some
of them I discovered that many never had given unqualified support to
the western idea of a free press, to cite one example, althoug.h most
foreiEners had assumed they did.
The allegiance of these intellectuals to the communist cause
indicates the ideological vacuum which the Communists are filling.
Probably a majority of intellectuals of the sort I have been
describing have tried, usuccessfully, to follow a "middle road" in
China. Long ago the majority of them lost faith in the ideology of
Sun yat-sen, which the Kuomintang accepted, not oLly because it was
a hodge-podge of ideas but perhaps maiLly because the regime associated
with the ideology had been discredited by corruption and inefficiency.
The Neo-Confucianism of the Kuomintang right wing was an intellectual
throwback which appealed to very few. This left two modern ideologies
competing for the-Jr loyali es: the Soviet form of }arxism and
Western democratic ideas. Th former has been represented by a
well-organized party and program in China; the latter has influenced
many people but has never found expression in an organized movement
of significance. The "liberal" intellectuals have generally tried to
sort of middle way combini l’arxian economics
combine the two into
with the Western conception of civil liberties, but they have
floundered and been ineffective between the two great parties
struggling for power. Disillusioned with the group in power they
have drifted steadily to the left, drawn by the Couunists’ vitality,
their definite program, their relative lack of corruption, nd their
success. It was not too big a leap to offer their full support once
the Commuists took control of Peiping. NOW they are doin their
best to prove their acceptability, to the Communists, and those who
have done so have been put to work by the communists on innumerable
committees
studying eerything from educational reform to land
anO they feel they
tenure and a new alphebetized Chinese language
are now doing something constructive for the country. The alternative
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to this is an attempt to continue in a middle position- a role most
of the are sick of
and risk being considered "reactionaries. Fe
have chosen this course.

The Communists call intellectuals "the wavering class," which
must follow the lead of the proletariat, but they make every effort
to get their support nonetheless. Intellectuals
in the broadest
sense of those motivated by definite political ideas, by an ideoloEyare the prime movers beh+/-nd the communist movement, and Communist
leaders know this. Discontentedmasses provide the stuff out of which
mass movements have been made (especially in the country where agrarlam
reform has been a powerful political weapon and tangible rewards in
the form of land have been offered peasants for their support), ut
initiative, leadership and o rganlzinE skill have been provided by
people motivated by a well-defined ideology. In China there is no
strong middle class, or mamgerial class, to play a significant
political role in opposition to Marxism, and for all the various
reasons mentioned, large numbers of people who have beeapolitlcally
conscious have been drawn to. the Left. Today, in Peiping, those who
have not thrown in their lot with the Comm;_nists are not playin any
polit ical role.

In Peiping at the present time, therefore, there are two groups.
There are the "ins" which include the Communists and all who accept
their leadership. They are the only ones who, ima political sense,
ere doing anything or going anywhere. Numerically they are a minoritY,
but they are the .only active political force. Everyone else belongs
to the "outs.- They are just there; they aren’t prime movers in the
situation. A few of them are intimidated by the new regime, by the
thrests i-n its propagsnda and the intolerance of disagreement and
obstruction The majority, however, seem to be neither for nor
against the Communists in any positive way, but react to specific
events and situstions sccordiag to how they affect them personally.
A slow general disi.llusionment has taken place, though, mainly on the
asis of continuing economic deterioration. In spite of increasing
grumbling, however, there is nothing which can be called an Opposition
to the regime. An Opposition requires an organizational basis and
ideological focus, and both are completely lacking. Unless some group
can develop power on the basis of these two things, evea scattered
uprisings and banditry in Communist territory, such as those recently
reported in the official press, cannot have much significance i
rela.tion to the durability of the Communist regime. Disor@anlzed
opposition may, however, affect the character of the Communist re&inc.
The communists might react to it by modifying some of heir policies.
On the other hand they might increase the use of physical force in
their’rule to ram their program through; they have used violence
before and may again, despite their present uclinaiom to avoid
it as far as possible.
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The Communists are not likely to allow the development of a
serious organized Opposition, if they can prevent it, in th territory
which they control. Whether or not it develops will.probably depend
to a large extent on what Communist rule in China will be like and
whether or not it is successful in solving basic economic questions
and bringing order out of chaos. If it develops, it will probably
follow traditional patterns: passive resistance, secret organization,
and underground subversion--methods which the Communists themselves
hve employed. Its success would depend on effective leadership and
organization, and an ideology which can compete with Communism. In
peiping I saw no evidence that any of the basic prerequisites for
an Opposition now xlsts. The Communists, for the present at least,
have successfully established their rule there on a firm basis.

Sincerely yours,

A. Doak Barnett
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